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Going live with Workday is just the first step in transforming your HR and finance
organizations. Our optimization services ensure you're taking advantage of all the
features and functionalities Workday offers, and engaging with a certified
Workday partner like ERPA means you get maximum benefits without added
stress on your internal teams.
As your organization scales, so should your Workday configuration. Let our
certified consultants teach you the best ways to utilize Workday and plan for

THE ERPA EXPERIENCE
A relationship with ERPA makes
Workday easy. Tailored services,
named resources, and warrantied work
ensure your ERPA experience is a
successful one.

future growth by streamlining your current deployment, reducing errors and
redundancies, and building a structure designed for your organization's future.

A Focus On Your Needs
By reviewing your existing pain points, interviewing your subject
matter experts, and reviewing your entire Workday infrastructure, our
consultants develop a perspective tailored to getting you the most out

Build trust with named resources solely
focused on AMS. We spend the time
learning your Workday environment
inside and out.

of your Workday experience.

Diagnostics
Utilizing our proprietary approach, ERPA offers a full review of your
entire Workday applications in order to reduce roadblocks and mitigate
ad hoc corrections during your day-to-day operations.

Service warranties pledge that we do
things right the first time.

Tailored Documentation
Our ERPA Workday experts will provide tailored documentation
specific to your organization’s needs in the form of job aids and other
customizable resources.

Deliverable Prioritization

Our certified consultants have an
average of 6 years' direct Workday
experience, which enables tailored
solutions and more successful business
outcomes.

A custom output report includes all recommended configuration
changes as well as the order in which each task should be executed to
best align with your organization's schedule and capabilities.

Future State Planning
Whether taking on all of our recommendations or prioritizing
deliverables, we work together with you by building with room to
grow.

Founded in 1999, ERPA is a leader in enterprise application managed services, cloud hosting, and consulting
services.
As a Workday AMS Partner, ERPA provides ongoing functional, technical, and administrative support to
customers in production with Workday Financial Management and Workday Human Capital Management
(HCM), providing clients with real-time operational visibility along with the speed and agility to adapt to
business growth and change.
ERPA's services and solutions are delivered by a team who embodies our guiding principles of Empathy,
Responsibility, Passion, and Agility. Learn more at erpa.com.

Our unique "Try and Buy" program
offers shorter initial contract terms
and regular check-ins to assure
complete satisfaction before a
bigger commitment.

